STANLEY Healthcare’s MobileView Analytics Cloud is a Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) solution based on a monthly subscription.

**Turnkey Solution**
STANLEY Healthcare can provide any healthcare facility with a full-service turnkey solution that includes MobileView Analytics, Data Warehouse and MobileView Analytics Cloud dashboards. Healthcare managers and other users log in to their web addresses and have full access to MobileView Analytics.

**Maintenance & Service**
STANLEY Healthcare’s trained staff sets up MobileView Analytics Cloud and configures the system according to your healthcare facility’s specific requirements. Current and periodic maintenance of the cloud solution is transparent to the user and provided by STANLEY Healthcare professionals. Customer IT personnel continue to perform familiar IT system administration activities such as managing users and user permissions.

This SaaS solution is monitored by STANLEY Healthcare and has built-in security and fault tolerance that ensures low downtime and quick return to normal operating activities, as necessary.

**Benefits**
- **Easy & Quick Deployment:** Within a few hours, the application is set up and available, without any additional hardware or on-site installation activity.
- **Seamless Upgrades:** STANLEY Healthcare automatically adds and upgrades dashboards as they are released. You make no changes on site; the effort is seamless.
- **Accessible Anywhere:** You can securely access your cloud solution from anywhere, anytime—through the Internet.
- **Reduce Total Cost of Ownership:** Cloud-based services mean that you pay only for the features that you need—and you benefit from a predictable operating plan.
- **Support & Maintenance:** STANLEY Healthcare handles infrastructure risks to ensure high availability and disaster recovery.
- **Validation for Regulatory Compliance:** Ensuring enforcement of regulatory requirements is easier because of complete environment control.
- **Security:** STANLEY Healthcare provides expert supervision of network and server security.
- **Scalability:** As your enterprise grows, solutions can be easily scaled up with little time and effort. Similarly, solutions can be scaled down without wasting resources.

MobileView Analytics is now available on the Cloud

MobileView Analytics Cloud is a new addition to STANLEY Healthcare’s By Your Side™ commitment to support customers with exceptional managed services, world-class support, and rapid and simple deployment. Your healthcare facility can now benefit from STANLEY Healthcare’s world-class analytics—for Asset Management and Environmental Monitoring solutions—on the cloud.
How It Works

Easy Connectivity
For customers already running MobileView® 5.1 SP1 or higher, it’s easy to get started with MobileView Analytics Cloud. The system automatically detects licensed MobileView accounts and starts uploading your data to a secure customer-specific database on the cloud. Within a few short hours, you will be able to view your data displayed in your own MobileView Analytics Cloud dashboards.

Long-term and Current Data Storage
The Data Warehouse is designed to support storage of long-term data history while simultaneously enabling access to current MobileView data. The Data Warehouse can be used for real-time visualizations as well as more traditional analytics use cases.

Simple Login
Users log in to a secure web address and access MobileView Analytics in accordance with their level of permission.

Custom Analytics Engagement Services
STANLEY Healthcare’s analytics team collaborates with customers to help realize true, measured business improvement. How? By providing easy access to data-driven, actionable information—and empowering customers to become self-sufficient on their journey to data-driven success.

Data In, Knowledge Out
Access to current and historical information is easy and fast. Visually-driven analytics assist healthcare facilities to improve immediate operational decision making and understand underlying trends for process improvement.

Powerful MobileView® Analytics Cloud dashboards deliver visual information on Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) to drive security and safety, clinical workflows, operational efficiency and patient experience.

MobileView Analytics Packages
Out-of-the-box packages support the following STANLEY Healthcare RTLS visibility solutions:
- Asset Management
- Environmental Monitoring

Asset Management Analytics
View where and how your inventory is distributed in real time, with full drill-down capabilities to individual items.

Ask questions of your data and get answers! Understand how well current par level practices are performing and highlight areas for future improvement.

Environmental Monitoring Analytics
Powerful high-level analytics enable monitoring as well as generating environmental metrics for temperature and humidity assets.

Separate graphs for temperature and humidity show detailed long-term historical comparisons of selected assets on the same timeline graph over a defined date range. Real-time performance of assets is shown in a separate dashboard.